THE ASCENT:  IMAGERY
With \*hat degree of clearness can you picture this scene ?
Is it as vivid as a painting ? Has it colour, do you see the
arch of greenery green ? Have you an image of the fresh
smell of the nver water ? Does any image, or as some would
say, any reproduction, of the emotion of fearful joy anse
in you ? Can you hear the humming mill and the splashing
wheel, and how do those auditory images compare with
your visual images for vividness ? Some people, at any rate
when grown up, have only the one land of imagery and
lack the other, or think they do. Such a on© would Hilaire
Belloc appear to be, who wrote this next extract:
As I thought this kind of thing and still drank up that port,
the woods that overhang the reaches of my river came back to me
so clearly that for the sake of them, and to enjoy their beauty,
I put my hand in front of my eyes, and I saw with every delicate
appeal that one's own woods can offer, the steep bank over Stoke,
the valley, the high ndge which hides a man from Arundel, and
Arun turning and harrying below. I smelt the tide.
Not ever, in a better tjoie, when I had seen it of reality and
before my own eyes living, had that good picture stood so plain ;
and even the colours of it were more vivid th&n they commonly
are in our English air ; but because it was a vision there was no
sound, nor could I even hear the rustling of the leaves, though
I saw the breeze gusty on the water-meadow banks, and ruffling
up a force against the stream (The Four Men ; a Walk throitgh
Sussex).
Now I have no greater difficulty in hearing the rustling
of the leaves than in smelling the tide. But no doubt Mr.
Beiloc is correct when he describes the absence of such
auditory imagery in his own case. Here is another paragraph
in which the reader will have opportunity of detecting in
himself several kinds of imagery, including kmsesthetic
imagery, or imagery of muscle movement; such as you
may perhaps have if you think of a company of soldiers
marching along, or of waltzing, or playing the piano, or
walking upstairs—especially if you think of the occasion
in the dark when you step on to a non-existent top step.
Does the memory of that jar not consist partly in a recon-
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